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Abstract:
Digital marketing is one of the important components of marketing that uses the internet as well as the online platforms, digital media, and technologies for the promotion of services/goods. Digital marketing has become almost inevitable for brands and marketers. Nowadays, from clothes to medicine, everything reaches our doorstep within a few clicks. Content marketing, social media marketing, search engine marketing, email marketing, display advertising, influencer marketing, interactive marketing, chatbot, visual search, etc. are existing and emerging trends of digital marketing. The purpose of this research is to find out the impact of the existing and emerging trends in digital marketing on consumer buying behavior and up to what extent these trends affect the consumers.

Descriptive research – the type of conclusive research was conducted for achieving the objectives of the study. Data were collected from 136 respondents who are exposed to digital marketing strategies using the non-probability convenience sampling method. The findings of the study suggested that existing trends such as social media marketing, content marketing, search engine marketing, and display advertising create an impact on consumer buying behavior. Whereas emerging trends such as visual search, interactive marketing, influencer marketing, and personalization have a significant impact on consumer buying behavior.
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Introduction:

Nowadays, from clothes to medicine, everything reaches our doorstep within a few clicks. Everything in today’s time is getting digitalized, marketing strategies also. Digital marketing, in the current era of the internet, has completely changed the scenario of marketing. Digital marketing is one of the important components of marketing that uses the internet as well as the online platforms, digital media, and technologies for the promotion of services/goods. The importance of digital marketing is increasing day by day with the increase in internet adoption and internet data consumption. Digital marketing has become almost inevitable for brands and marketers now. Digital marketing is such a platform where trends keep on evolving and marketers and companies need to understand such trends and implement such strategies for their business as well. Content marketing, social media marketing, search engine marketing, email marketing, display advertising, influencer marketing, interactive marketing, chatbot, visual search, etc. are existing and emerging trends of digital marketing. These current and emerging trends of digital marketing create a huge impact on consumer buying behavior. The purpose of this research is to find out the impact of the existing and emerging trends in digital marketing on consumer buying behavior and up to what extent these trends affect the consumers. This study not only helps in knowing the effectiveness of these trends but can also help marketers and companies in identifying the existing & emerging trends and what are the strategies that should be adopted by the companies for customer satisfaction and reach. All these trends could help the company to get a competitive edge and be relevant in the market.

Now many trends in digital marketing have been existing for quite some time and are some trends have been picking up recently and are emerging rapidly. Technology is ever-evolving and it is something that neither customers nor companies can ignore. Everybody has to adhere to the technological changes. So the faster the companies get used to these trends, the better competitive edge they can have in digital marketing. Hence is very important for the companies or the marketer to leverage these trends. Many researchers have worked on the current and emerging trends in digital marketing. But very little effort is devoted to studying the impact of various existing and emerging trends of digital marketing on consumer buying behavior. Keep this in mind, the following objectives were framed:

• To understand the existing and emerging trends in digital marketing.

• To understand the impact of existing and emerging trends in digital marketing on consumer buying behavior.
Literature review:

Digital marketing is a booming sector in the current scenario. Its relevance has become so important nowadays that the companies cannot afford not to tap into this segment. Digital marketing refers to marketing or promotion done through various digital platforms (A.I. Klimin, D.V. Tikhonov, A.I. Riushenkova, 2018). Digital marketing in the digital allows companies to sell their products & services and also provides them with online customer service.

Digital marketing won’t replace traditional marketing, but it can merely complement it, bring better opportunities for the firms to stay in contact with the customer (A.I. Klimin, D.V. Tikhonov, A.M. Efimov, 2017). Amita Chourisya (2017). Nowadays, the value of digital marketing has been realized by businesses in the developing world. To succeed in the business, it has become inevitable for the businesses to integrate traditional and online marketing to cater to the consumer needs more precisely (Parsons, Zeisser, Waitman, 1996). Online marketing is leveraging the unique capabilities of new interactive media to create a new form of interactions and transactions between consumers and marketers.

(Amita Chourisya, 2017) Online marketing leverages the unique capabilities of digital interactive media to generate new types of customer-marketer interactions as well as transactions. In digital marketing, there has been a lot of current/emerging trends, and these trends are very important because these trends play a significant role in attracting customers and these trends also help the company remain competitive in the market. Companies are nowadays trying to leverage all these trends for maximizing their reach, profit, and for increasing brand awareness.

Earlier it was difficult for a small-scale business to grow and reach its potential customers which was majorly due to the high advertisement and marketing cost. It also restricted the small business to limit themselves to a particular geographical location. Due to the emergence of digital marketing, small businesses are also getting an opportunity to market themselves at a low cost. Online marketing has an impressive return on investment (ROI). It is mostly because it gives amazing reach at a low cost. Nowadays, people are also drifting more towards digital platforms rather than the traditional medium.

Existing trends in digital marketing:

According to the (Content marketing institute, 2015), Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach, which focuses on the distribution and creation of relevant, consistent, and valuable content for attracting as well as retaining a clearly defined audience to drive profitable customer action. Content marketing can be done in a lot of ways like blogs, creating videos, memes, posts, illustrations infographics, etc. Content marketing is a very smart way of persuading customers without actually promoting a product/service. Many of the companies create such contents that invoke a need in a customer towards buying a product or a service.
Social media is not a new trend in digital marketing, but its popularity and influence have been increasing day by day. Social media is an important digital marketing tool because it lets the company interact and engage with its brand. Social media can be used for creating leads, brand awareness, and sales. Social media is majorly filled with graphical content. In social media, marketers have already understood the graphical content and images are far more successful than the traditional texts for reaching out to their potential customer as well as their communities on social media platforms (Kissane, D., 2016). In social media platforms, marketers have various options for branding within the social media landscape, such as participating as a brand persona in social media platforms, paid advertisements, creating engagement activities for consumer participation, and publishing branded content (Tute n & Solomon, 2013). Talking about social media its main benefits are customer awareness, better SERP ranking, more inbound traffics, higher conversions, more brand authority, improved brand loyalty, cost-effectiveness, and better customer satisfaction.

Search engine marketing is one of the prominent trends in digital marketing and one of the most effective ways to grow a company’s online business. Search engine marketing is the marketing practices undertaken by companies/marketers by using paid advertisements on SERPs (Search engine result pages.) search engine marketing requires proper optimization techniques for better ranking and visibility. Visibility has a great impact on customer’s purchase decisions. Through effective search engine optimization strategies even the less popular companies can appear ahead of the popular, well-known brands. (Kai H. Lim 2010). Search engine marketing requires proper optimization techniques for better ranking and visibility. Visibility has a great impact on customer’s purchase decisions. (Ambuli Velayudham, Surendher Rose 2019), the impact of search engines on the consumer buying decision is linked with higher brand listing and information search. Although the marketing scope has expanded due to the digital mode, most people appear to have a conventional buying behavior and tend to refer to search engines for services or products and informational search that has a higher ranking.

Email marketing is the way of sending commercial emails to a company’s potential or existing customers. It is a very simple yet powerful tool of marketing. The reason why Wreden (1999) defined email marketing as the 'Internet's killer application' is because of the precision with which email can be targeted, monitored, and personalized. Companies can market at low costs and digital processing enables the businesses to send out large amounts of emails. Email marketing not only helps in promoting the brand but also helps in personalizing the content. It not only helps you establish direct contact with the customers but it also helps in driving inevitable consumers to your website (Gupta, B., 2019). According to the qualitative research carried out by (Rettie, R., 2002), email marketing would be more beneficial as a retention tool rather than as a customer acquisition tool as its interactivity enables two-way communication. Hence it should be integrated with the overall communication mix of the company. Email marketing can be used as both retention as well as an acquisition tool and it also has a significant impact on the buying behavior of the consumers.
Display advertisings are the graphic advertising that can be seen on websites, social media platforms, or apps. These advertisements have various formats such as images, flash, videos, texts, audio, etc. Display advertising is an important trend because its mere exposure (even without requiring the customer/user to engage with the advertisement) can attract the consumer attention towards the marketer’s product and brand (Ghose, A., & Todri, V., 2015). The main objective of the display advertisements is to create brand awareness. These advertisements help in retaining these advertisements in the mind of customers, which could also trigger the possibility of the user researching about the brands that they saw on the display advertisement. These advertisements are very popular and common and the display ads also help with the conversions done through retargeting.

**Emerging trends in digital marketing:**

Influencer marketing has been very much in trend these days and its relevance is also increasing significantly. Influencer marketing in a nutshell means endorsing a product or service through an influencer. In Influencer marketing, the brands or the companies use influencers i.e. “the normal people” with lots of followers on their social media accounts, to push or endorse the brand’s message (Tapinfluence, 2017). Influencer marketing is very much popular on the platforms like Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram, etc. Influencer marketing is very relevant because the information passed on by the influencers increases credibility as their followers tend to trust them. (Sudha, M., & Sheena, K. 2017) Influencer marketing has various applications and influencer marketing is used by the marketer to drive in-store or online sales of their products/services, for creating social conversations for the brand, and to establish the credibility of their company. Nowadays people are also becoming more conscious and informed. A good influencer who provides valuable content and information can greatly attract a good number of users. Hence companies can leverage this opportunity by collaborating with a well-informed, good content provider.

In interactive marketing, the company tries to make a one on one communication with their customers. (Techakana, J., 2020) consumers are always looking for interactions and new experiences. They would rather prefer interactive & visual content over the traditional formats. The research was carried out by ExpoTV.com which indicated that about 89% of the respondents’ mentioned that they felt more loyal towards the brand if they were asked to provide constructive feedback. Here the customer engagement plays an important role for the company. Consequently, companies are devoting their resources for strategically steering consumer engagement like hiring full-time managers (Verhoef, P. C., Reinartz, W. J., & Krafft, M., 2010) Interactive markets can be done through polls, online contents, quizzes, emails, etc.
Chatbots are the AI i.e. the artificial intelligence software that simulates a chat or a conversation in a natural language, to the users through various websites, messaging applications, and telephone or mobile applications. These Chatbots are also sometimes known as the Chatterbots. These chatterbots facilitate in stimulating a “chatter” or a conversation of a human through voice or text interactions. Chatbot apps streamline communications between services and users, improving the experience of customers. Chatbots are very useful in reducing customer care costs and improving customer-brand engagement.

Visual searches can be a game-changer in digital marketing. Virtual searches mean that instead of putting text, screenshots or images are used as a stimulus for internet searches. To understand the content and meaning of these images and return a list of relevant results, modern visual search technology uses AI (artificial intelligence). Visual search can be very convenient for the customers as they’ll be shown the same or the related product that they put in as their search input. Here the companies can use relevant keywords with high-quality images and list them in their online inventory. Many academic institutions and companies are focusing on new paradigms for visual searches such as sketches, similar images, and icons. These would also have the potential to provide the user with the majority of the web info (Lew, M. S. (2000). This digital marketing trend would be extremely beneficial in the coming time for the companies as they can provide the user with the exact or the related thing that they are looking for. This can also help with the conversion rate.

Personalization in marketing refers to the implementation of such strategies that could deliver customized/individualized content to the user or the recipient by collecting data, use of AI, and data analysis. Personalization also helps in CRM. Nowadays people prefer more personalized content, product/services, and ads. Companies have been trying to leverage personalized ads as well. Personalized customer experience not only creates loyalty but also drives revenue (Akimova, O., 2019).

Based on the literature review the following hypotheses were framed:

**H1:** The digital marketing trend- content marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

**H2:** The digital marketing trend- Social media marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

**H3:** The digital marketing trend- Search engine marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

**H4:** The digital marketing trend- Email Marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

**H5:** The digital marketing trend- Display Advertising, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

**H6:** The digital marketing trend- Influencer marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.
H7: The digital marketing trend- Interactive Marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

H8: The digital marketing trend- Chatbots, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

H9: The digital marketing trend- Visual search, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

H10: The digital marketing trend- Personalization, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.

Research methodology:

Descriptive research – the type of conclusive research was conducted for achieving the objectives of the study. Data is collected from 136 respondents who were exposed to digital marketing strategies using the online survey method. Because of not having proper information about the target population, the non-probability convenience sampling method was used to select respondents. The online questionnaire was used to collect data from respondents. The questionnaire had statements measuring the impact of current and emerging trends of digital marketing. These statements were taken from past research work in a similar area.

Data analysis and interpretation:

One sample t-test was used to study the impact of various digital marketing trends on consumer buying behavior. The following table shows the out of hypotheses testing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Mean value</th>
<th>T-value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The digital marketing trend- content marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>4.743</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Hypothesis accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The digital marketing trend- Social media marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>5.091</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Hypothesis accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The digital marketing trend- Search engine marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>6.525</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Hypothesis accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The digital marketing trend- Email Marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior.</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>Hypothesis rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The digital marketing trend - Display Advertising, has an impact on consumer buying behavior. 3.66 8.546 0.000 Hypothesis accepted
The digital marketing trend - Influencer marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior. 3.04 0.443 0.000 Hypothesis accepted
The digital marketing trend - Interactive Marketing, has an impact on consumer buying behavior. 3.68 8.194 0.000 Hypothesis accepted
The digital marketing trend - Chatbots, has an impact on consumer buying behavior. 3.15 1.543 0.125 Hypothesis rejected
The digital marketing trend - visual search, has an impact on consumer buying behavior. 3.91 11.932 0.000 Hypothesis accepted
The digital marketing trend - personalization, has an impact on consumer buying behavior. 3.51 6.111 0.000

As per the above table, p values for content marketing, social media marketing, search engine marketing, display advertising, influencer marketing, interactive marketing, visual search, and personalization is less than 0.05. So, it is inferred that content marketing, social media marketing, search engine marketing, display advertising, influencer marketing, interactive marketing, visual search, and personalization have a significant impact on consumer buying behavior.

As per the above table, p values of email marketing and chatbot is less than 0.05. So, it is inferred that there is no significant impact of email marketing and chatbots on consumer buying behavior.

**Findings:**

The findings of the study suggest that existing trends such as social media marketing, content marketing, search engine marketing, and display advertising impacts consumer buying behaviour. Whereas emerging trends such as visual search, influencer marketing, interactive marketing, and personalization have a significant impact on consumer buying behavior. Other indications of the findings are that the majority of the respondents believe that social media influences the consumer purchase decisions. The majority of respondents find search engine ads to be relevant and they also agree that display advertisements help in
retaining and remembering the brand. Informational content, blogs, posts, etc. are part of content marketing and many people refer to these contents for making purchase decisions. Emerging trends such as visual searches are gaining a lot of popularity and have a great scope in the upcoming time. Personalized content and display advertising are also preferred by the majority of the respondents. Interactive marketing was not prevalent a few years back but nowadays brands are investing a lot of time in interactive marketing and trying to establish continuous communications with their customers and the majority of the responses also indicate its relevance and preference.

Managerial implications:

Content is king and through this research, it was found that it has a significant impact on the consumers. So the companies and marketers should always focus on providing good content because not only it increases the ranking but it also educates the consumer about the products/services of the company. It is also an excellent off-page SEO optimization technique. A good piece of content would also attract the customer towards the brands offering. Hence content marketing is one of the most important trends of social media.

Through proper search and display advertisement strategies, the marketers and the brands can increase their reach, conversions, and brand awareness. Paid advertisements are very important because they have a better chance of ranking. Getting organic traffic by ranking can be very difficult and time-consuming. Hence paid advertisements should not be avoided by the companies. Social media marketing will remain evergreen as throughout the years the average time spent on social media has been consistently increasing. In social media strategies such as interactive marketing and influencer marketing are gaining momentum. Advertisements on social media are also very beneficial because social media has a large number of users and it is the best platform to advertise. Talking about influencer marketing, companies should majorly focus on strategies that could potentially influence Gen Z and millennials. It is because the majority of the followers of the influencers fall under this category.

Companies should adopt a visual search strategy as early as possible because visual search allows consumers to browse for their desired item and often opens up all the related products that they would prefer. This also saves a lot of time for the consumers. Nowadays companies are also coming up with this feature on their website or application.
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